We report measurements of the flux of fast neutrons at Mercury from 20 ºS to the north pole. On the basis of neutron transport simulations and remotely sensed elemental compositions, cosmic-ray-induced fast neutrons are shown to provide a measure of average atomic mass, < A > , a result consistent with earlier studies of the Moon and Vesta. The dynamic range of fast neutron flux at Mercury is 3%, which is smaller than the fast-neutron dynamic ranges of 30% and 6% at the Moon and Vesta, respectively. Fast-neutron data delineate compositional terranes on Mercury that are complementary to those identified with Xray, gamma-ray, and slow-neutron data. Fast neutron measurements confirm the presence of a region with high < A > , relative to the mean for the planet, that coincides with the previously identified highMg region and reveal the existence of at least two additional compositional terranes: a low-< A > region within the northern smooth plains and a high-< A > region near the equator centered near 90 ºE longitude. Comparison of the fast-neutron map with elemental composition maps show that variations predicted from the combined element maps are not consistent with the measured variations in fast-neutron flux. This lack of consistency could be due to incomplete coverage for some elements or uncertainties in the interpretations of compositional and neutron data. Currently available data and analyses do not provide sufficient constraints to resolve these differences.
Introduction
One of the primary goals of the MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) mission ( Solomon et al., 2008 ) was to measure the surface elemental composition of Mercury. Surface abundances have been measured and constraints have been placed on the average value and spatial variability of the concentration of many elements on Mercury through a combination of remote sensing techniques. Data from MESSEN-GER's X-Ray Spectrometer (XRS) and Gamma-Ray and Neutron Spectrometer (GRNS) have provided elemental abundances for H, K, Th, U, and C, and the elemental weight-fraction ratios Na/Si, Mg/Si, Al/Si, S/Si, Cl/Si, Ca/Si, Ti/Si, Cr/Si, Mn/Si, and Fe/Si ( Nittler et al., 2011; Peplowski et al., 2011 Peplowski et al., , 2012b Peplowski et al., , 2012a Peplowski et al., , 2014 Peplowski et al., , 2015a Peplowski et al., , 2016 Evans et al., 2012 Evans et al., , 2015 Starr et al., 2012; dances have been measured north of 20 °N and delineate regions of differing com position. However, because of statistical limitations, GRS-derived abundances for other elements yield only latitudinal variations (e.g., Na, Cl) or average values for the northern hemisphere (e.g., S, Fe). All of the elemental datasets have statistical and systematic uncertainties, the magnitude of which vary by element and location. Because of these limitations, compositional information independent of these measurements provides useful additional constraints on the bulk composition of Mercury's surface.
Measurements of planetary fast neutrons constitute a valuable constraint on the bulk composition of Mercury's surface. Fast neutrons, defined as having energies from 0.5 to ∼10 MeV, are generated by nuclear spallation reactions when galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) hit the surfaces of airless or nearly airless planetary bodies. On the basis of fast-neutron measurements at the Moon ( Maurice et al., 20 0 0, 20 04 ) and the Asteroid Vesta ( Lawrence et al., 2013b ) , along with supporting models of fast neutron generation and transport ( Gasnault et al., 20 0 0, 20 01; Beck et al., 2015 ) , it has been determined that the energy-integrated flux of fast neutrons from a planetary surface is proportional to the average atomic mass ( < A > ) of surface material. This relationship between fast neutrons and < A > is effective for determining < A > only if the hydrogen concentration is less than a few hundred parts per million (ppm). Moderate amounts of hydrogen variability (i.e., a few hundred ppm hydrogen) can cause detectable variations in fast neutrons ( Lawrence et al., 2013b ) . Except for the permanently shadowed interiors of craters at Mercury's poles that cover a relatively small area of Mercury's surface ( Chabot et al., 2014 ) , we assume here that the hydrogen variability across Mercury's surface satisfies this small-variability condition (this assumption is further discussed in Section 6.1 ).
On the MESSENGER spacecraft, fast neutrons were measured with the Neutron Spectrometer (NS) portion of the GRNS ( Goldsten et al., 2007 ) . Although fast neutrons do not yield element-specific data, the derived map of fast neutron flux from Mercury's surface ( Section 4 ) provides full, spatially resolved coverage of Mercury's equatorial region and northern hemisphere. Only Mg/Si and Al/Si maps have comparable coverage. Other datasets have marked gaps in the northern hemisphere (e.g., Fe/Si, Ca/Si, S/Si) or lack coverage south of ∼20 °N (e.g., K, slow neutrons). Fast-neutron data are complementary to slow-neutron data, as certain key elements can cause relatively large variations to slow neutrons (e.g., Cl, Gd, Sm) but have little effect on < A > because of their relatively small concentrations.
We present a full-coverage map of fast-neutron variability in Mercury's equatorial region and northern hemisphere and discuss what this map implies for our knowledge of elemental composition variations across Mercury. In Section 2 , we discuss in more detail the type of information that is provided by planetary fast neutrons. In Section 3 , we provide an overview of the data reduction and processing used to convert the data returned from the NS to a map of relative fast-neutron flux. Details of the data reduction are provided in Appendix A . In the final sections of the paper, we present a fast neutron map and compare this map with planetary fast neutron measurements from the Moon and Vesta, as well as with other measurements of Mercury's surface composition. In particular, this map provides new information about Mercury's elemental composition and compositional terranes.
Overview of planetary fast neutron measurements
The first measurements of planetary fast neutrons were carried out at the Moon as part of the Lunar Prospector mission ( Maurice et al., 20 0 0 ) . From particle transport models, as well as ground-truth comparison with returned samples ( Gasnault et al., 20 0 0, 20 01 ), it was established that for lunar materials the Fig. 1 . Calculated fast-neutron count rates, in counts per second (cps) relative to the mean modeled count rates, for varying values of < A > . The different < A > values are determined from XRS and GRS elemental compositions for different regions on Mercury. The locations and specific compositions of these regions are described in Section 6.2 . The straight line fit to the data has a slope and offset of 0.042 cps/amu and 0.094 cps, respectively. The error bars represent a statistical uncertainty of 0.3% from the MCNPX Monte Carlo simulation. measured fast-neutron leakage flux is directly proportional to the soil's average atomic mass, which is defined as:
or equivalently,
where, A i , f i , and w i are the atomic mass, mole fraction, and weight fraction for element i , respectively, summed over all elements. For the Moon, the primary control on fast-neutron variability is the variation in iron abundance, and to a lesser extent variability in titanium (Ti) ( Maurice et al., 20 0 0 ) . In contrast to the Moon, fast-neutron variability at Mars is driven primarily by variations in hydrogen (H) ( Maurice et al., 2011 ). The reason for this H dependence at Mars is that the concentrations and near-surface depth variations of H are sufficiently large across Mars (greater than a few weight percent water-equivalent H) that energy moderation via neutron scattering dominates the fast-neutron flux variations relative to < A > variations. At Vesta, there are variations in H that are sufficiently large ( Prettyman et al., 2012 ) to cause measurable fast-neutron flux variations. However, these variations were removed from the fast-neutron data from Vesta using an independently measured map of H concentrations ( Lawrence et al., 2013b ) . The remaining fast-neutron variations are consistent with variations in < A > as determined from both orbital data ( Peplowski et al., 2013; Prettyman et al., 2013; Yamashita et al., 2013 ) and expectations from the compositions of howardite, eucrite, and diogenite (HED) meteorites ( Beck et al., 2015 ) , which most likely originated from Vesta ( McCord et al., 1970; Binzel and Xu, 1993; Russell et al., 2012 ) . Despite the lack of Mercury samples that could provide a ground-truth comparison for orbital data, compositional measurements from MESSENGER provide clear constraints on the range of elemental abundances present on Mercury. Particle transport simulations of fast-neutron production for Mercury-like soils ( Table 1 ) confirm that the relative fast-neutron flux is proportional to < A > ( Fig. 1 ) JID: YICAR [m5G; August 31, 2016; 19:21 ] Notes : Compositions are derived from element-to-Si ratios, which are converted to elemental weight fractions by allowing the Si weight fraction to vary so as to reach a weight fraction of 1 for each type. A uniform C concentration is the global-average value reported by Peplowski et al. (2015a ) from gamma-ray data. Global average or latitude-dependent concentrations for O, Na, Cl, K, Th, U are taken from gamma-ray data ( Evans et al., 2012 ( Evans et al., , 2015 Peplowski et al., 2012b ) . Limits for Ti, Cr, and Mg are from Nittler et al. (2011) . Mg, Al, S, Ca, and Fe concentrations were derived from regional averages of XRS data ( Frank et al., 2015; Weider et al., 2015 ) for different terranes for the regions of interest shown in Fig. 11 . IcP denotes intercrater plains; NCU denotes northern composition unit. Beck et al. (2015 ) and represent the average compositions for eight different groups and subgroups of HED meteorites. The elemental compositions for Mercury are derived from MESSENGER XRS and GRS data ( Table 1 ).
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in fast neutron flux and < A > should provide insight for our understanding of Mercury. The element-specific contributions to < A > for average-soil compositions on the Moon, Vesta, and Mercury are shown in Fig. 2 . For all three bodies, the largest two contributors to < A > are oxygen (O) and silicon (Si) ( Fig. 2 a, c, e) . The reason for this large contribution is that the surfaces of all three bodies are composed of silicate rocks that have large amounts of both O and Si. However, the variations in the concentrations of these elements within the silicate rocks are relatively small, and thus the relative range of variability of f i A i is small. We note that the variability of O for Mercury ( Fig. 2 f) inferred from stoichiometric balancing is larger than that for the Moon and Vesta ( Fig. 2 b, d ).
The variations in < A > result from differences in the dominant mineralogies and rock types corresponding to each planetary body. minerals: pyroxene, olivine, plagioclase, and ilmenite ( Lucey et al., 2006 ) . The dichotomy between the lunar maria and highlands is the result of large abundances of Fe-rich pyroxenes and olivines and the low abundances of Fe-poor plagioclase in the maria relative to the highlands. Lunar mare regions are thus relatively rich in Fe and Mg and poor in Al and Ca, whereas the reverse is the case in the highlands. Thus, the four most variable elements that contribute to variations in < A > in lunar soils are Fe, Al, Mg, and Ca. Within mare regions, there is a large variability in the abundance of Ti-bearing ilmenite. As a consequence, Ti shows the next largest variability for lunar soils.
There are fewer remote-sensing constraints on Vesta's chemical composition than for the Moon. Consequently, constraints from fast-neutron measurements have proven vital for understanding its surface composition. The three elements with the largest f i A i variations are Mg, Ca, and Al. This large variability can be attributed to the fact that Mg has the largest elemental variability in HED compositions ( Prettyman et al., 2011 ) and both Ca and Al are strongly anti-correlated with Mg. The element with the next largest variability is Fe. Combined measurements of fast neutrons and Fe were used to identify a rock type in Vesta's northern hemisphere (Yamato type B diogenites) that is distinct from other lithologies common across Vesta's surface ( Beck et al., 2015 ) .
In contrast with the Moon and Vesta, dominant mineralogies for Mercury are unknown, but petrologic modeling ( StockstillCahill et al., 2012; Vander Kaaden and McCubbin, 2015 ) suggests a diversity of permitted minerals that contrasts with the simple system observed on the Moon. Despite these differences, the knowledge gained from the Moon and Vesta can assist in the interpretation of fast-neutron data at Mercury. As with Vesta, the element with the largest f i A i variation is Mg, which reflects the large Mg variations across Mercury's surface ( Nittler et al., 2011; Weider et al., 2012 Weider et al., , 2015 resulting from the predominance of Mg-bearing silicates (enstatite and forsterite) and their variability. Mercury has seven additional elements (Al, O, Na, Si, Ca, Fe, and S) that show comparable variability (within a factor of two). This number is notably greater than for the Moon and Vesta, which have only five and four secondary elements, respectively, with comparable variability. Since coverage of the Mercury composition maps is incomplete for these secondary elements and there are inherent element-specific uncertainties, use of the neutron-derived composition parameters ( < A > and neutron absorption) provides important additional constraints.
Fast-neutron data reduction
The data reduction procedures used to derive the fast neutron map are similar to those used for previous analyses of MESSEN-GER neutron data ( Lawrence et al., 2010 ( Lawrence et al., , 2013a Peplowski et al., 2015b ) . Compared with studies of orbital neutron data from the Moon, Mars, and Vesta ( Maurice et al., , 2011 Prettyman et al., 2012 ) , the reduction and analysis of MESSENGER neutron data are complicated by a number of factors. First, the constantly changing altitude of the MESSENGER spacecraft in its eccentric orbit around Mercury introduces large systematic variations that must be removed from the dataset. Second, the viewing geometry of the MESSENGER NS with respect to Mercury, which is driven by the need always to keep the spacecraft sunshade at a nearly constant orientation relative to the Sun, is highly variable and introduces additional systematic variations that must be removed from the neutron dataset. Finally, in comparison with all other planetary bodies at which neutron measurements have been made, Mercury has the smallest compositional variability, which requires that all corrections be carried out to a high level of precision in order to extract robust compositional information. Gray data points show the data used by Lawrence et al. (2013a) ; black data points show the additional data used in this study. Data are shown only for altitudes less than 1500 km above Mercury's surface.
To overcome these challenges, we developed a data reduction and analysis framework that used high-fidelity simulations of the measured neutron count rate for a range of neutron energies, including fast neutrons. These simulations account for the planetary neutron creation and transport with the Monte Carlo particle transport code MCNPX ( Pelowitz, 2005 ) . The neutron transport from the planet to the spacecraft is calculated by means of the analytic expressions of Feldman et al. (1989) . The angle-and energy-dependent response of the MESSENGER NS is simulated with a MCNPX-based geometric model of the full MESSENGER spacecraft. Further details of this framework are provided in Appendix A as well as prior studies ( Lawrence et al., 2010 ( Lawrence et al., , 2013a Peplowski et al., 2015b ) .
Although the reduction and analysis of the fast-neutron data given here are similar to the methodology of previous studies, several differences are noteworthy: (1) This study uses a combined 4.5 years of data, whereas ( Lawrence et al., 2013a ) only used 10 months of data. To illustrate this difference, Fig. 3 shows the raw, uncorrected fast neutron count rate at spacecraft altitudes less than 1500 km, the maximum altitude for which robust measurements of fast neutrons are obtained. This larger dataset provided sufficient statistical precision to obtain the first fast-neutron map for Mercury. (2) Because this dataset covers 4.5 years of time accumulation, the GCR flux variability introduces larger systematic variations in fast-neutron production than were seen in the earlier analysis. A comprehensive analysis of measured GCR variability at MESSENGER was carried out with the GCR-measurement capability of the NS ( Rodgers et al., 2015; Lawrence et al., 2016 ) . (3) Following Peplowski et al. (2015b) , we implemented a two-dimensional correction for angle-and altitude-dependent NS viewing response. (4) We implemented an improved technique for mapping fast neutrons across Mercury's surface that accounts for the varying spatial resolution.
The NS fast neutron dataset analyzed here consists of 82,962 individual measurements of fast neutron count rates. These measurements have variably sized, frequently overlapping footprints on Mercury's surface. Individual measurements are statistically insignificant, so producing global maps of planetary neutron flux requires spatial re-binning and/or equal-area smoothing to reduce the statistical scatter inherent in the data. Spatial smoothing is often conducted with a spatial footprint that is comparable in size with the actual spatial footprint, which depends on the spacecraft altitude ( Lawrence et al., 2003 ) . For all planetary neutron measurements at other Solar System bodies, the size of this footprint was approximately constant across the surface. However, MESSENGER's eccentric orbit around Mercury resulted in a latitude-dependent spatial resolution for the NS dataset. To account for the variable footprint size, the fast neutron map was smoothed with a locationdependent footprint, such that the smoothing footprint at a given location is based on the average spacecraft altitude at that location. Statistical uncertainties define the southern boundary of the map. Since the MESSENGER orbit always had its periapsis at a high northern latitude, the lowest altitudes are always in the northern hemisphere and the highest altitudes in the southern hemisphere. From statistical studies of simulated count rate maps (see Appendix A ) we determined that 20 ºS is the farthest south that can be mapped with fast neutrons while still obtaining statistically robust results. In the northern hemisphere, the spacecraft's orbital inclination limits sub-spacecraft latitudes to be no farther north than 82.5 °N. Nevertheless, because of the large spatial footprint, information is obtained for latitudes farther north than the northernmost sub-spacecraft location. Due in part to data selections on the look direction of the NS, the areal coverage for those northernmost portions of the orbit is limited, which consequently limits statistical precision. As a consequence, for latitudes northward of 70 °N, the fast neutron data were not smoothed but were instead re-binned to approximately equal-area pixels (10 °× 10 °at the equator, or 420 km by 420 km) to maintain the low statistical uncertainties present at latitudes south of 70 °N.
Fast-neutron map
The fully reduced map of fast neutron count rates is shown in Fig. 4 and includes a scale for relating fast neutron count rates to < A > . This relationship was derived from radiation transport modeling of selected Mercury surface compositions, normalized to the composition of the Caloris basin ( Table 1 ) (i.e., we assume that the < A > value for our Caloris composition is the measured < A > value at the surface inferred from XRS and GRS data). Caloris basin was chosen for this normalization because it is compositionally distinct in multiple types of measurements, it is well mapped by many of the compositional measurements, and a robust value of < A > can be derived from those measurements.
We also derived a map of modeled fast-neutron count rates ( Fig. A7 a) for a surface with an assumed homogeneous composition. This model captures the systematic variability of the neutron measurements from uncorrected orientation variations for regions away from the north and south edges of the map in the absence of compositional variations. It serves as a test of our data reduction methodology given that (1) modeled neutron count rates well reproduce our measurements (e.g., Lawrence et al., 2013a ) and (2) the model was subjected to the same data corrections as the measurements. This model map was created from 15 instances of modeled maps with different pseudo-random Poisson statistics added to understand the average systematic effects of statistical uncertainties. This mean-model map and its associated map of standard deviation values ( Fig. A7 b) led to the selection of the 20 °S southern boundary of the measured data and the need to use the 10 °× 10 °approximately equal-area pixels for latitudes northward of 70 °N (see Appendix A for additional details).
Histograms of the relative count rates for both the measured ( Fig. 4 ) and modeled ( Fig. A7 a) values are shown in Fig. 5 . The measured count rates show a substantially larger dynamic range (3%) than the modeled count rates (0.6%). Because the modeled count rates are corrected to such a small variation, we are confident that the same correction procedures used for the measured data have removed most of the systematic uncertainties and that the remaining variations in the fast neutron measurements reflect compositional variations on Mercury's surface. By the same argument, the variability in the model map (0.6%) provides a good estimate of the systematic variability remaining in the measured map.
The histogram of measured values suggests that there are at least four distinct count-rate populations indicative of populations of materials with distinct < A > values across Mercury's surface. Inspection of the map shows that each of these populations is approximately continuous and corresponds to a compositionally distinct terrane. The lowest-count-rate region corresponds to a location centered on (60 °N, 350 °E), and the two highest-count-rate regions are at lower latitudes and centered on 90 °E and 270 °E. smallest dynamic range in fast-neutron flux at 3%, versus dynamic ranges at the Moon and Vesta of 30% and 6%, respectively ( Fig. 6 ) . The fast-neutron dynamic range within the equatorial regions of Mars is much larger ( ∼75%) but is likely driven mostly by hydrogen variations ( Maurice et al., 2011 ) .
Comparison of fast-neutron map with morphological and other compositional data
The fast neutron map is compared with a representative set of other Mercury surface characteristics in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 a shows contour boundaries of Mercury's major smooth plains units ( Denevi et al., 2013 ) superposed on the fast neutron map. These plains units, which are primarily the product of extensive flood volcanism, are stratigraphically comparable to the lunar maria and by analogy might be expected to correspond to compositionally distinct regions of the surface. Fig. 7 a shows a clear association between a lower flux of fast neutrons and the Caloris exterior (CE) plains. The northern portion of these plains shows a slightly lower fast-neutron count rate than the eastern, western, and southern portions. The plains interior to the Caloris basin (CB) and the CE plains are nearly indistinguishable on the basis of fast neutrons, in marked contrast with the clear spectral and compositional differences seen in other datasets. The boundary of the northern smooth plains does not show a clear association with the fast neutron map, consistent with a similar lack of correspondence seen in other compositional measurements.
Fast neutrons are compared with contours of XRS-derived Mg/Si, S/Si, and Ca/Si ratios in Fig. 7 b-d . The compositional contours were determined by smoothing the XRS maps through the average spatial response of the fast-neutron measurements. For all three maps, there is a clear correspondence between fast-neutron measurements in the high-Mg region (centered on 20 °N, −90 °E) and elevated Mg/Si, Ca/Si, and S/Si concentrations. Although less distinct than is the case for the high-Mg region, there is some correspondence between a local high in Mg and local lows in S and Ca concentrations with the lowest fast-neutron count rates (60 °N, −10 °E). For Ca/Si and S/Si, a lack of good spatial correspondence may be due, in part, to incomplete coverage of the XRS data in this region. Finally, there is a high fast-neutron count-rate region centered near 90 °E and the equator that does not have a clear compositional counterpart in the other data, but there may be hint of a compositional variation in the Mg/Si map ( Fig. 7 b) .
To explore the relationship between the fast-neutron data and other element-specific composition measurements, we calculated a "synthetic" fast-neutron map derived from GRS and XRS data. The datasets we used to generate this synthetic map are the Al/Si, Ca/Si, Fe/Si, Mg/Si, and S/Si elemental ratio maps from the XRS ( Frank et al., 2015; Weider et al., 2015 ) . In addition, we used latitude-dependent variations of Na/Si ( Peplowski et al., 2014 ) and Cl/Si ( Evans et al., 2015 ) as derived from GRS data. For this exercise, we used Na/Si = 0.1 and 0.19, and we assumed Cl/Si = 0.005 and 0.015 for latitudes south of and north of 50 °N, respectively. A global O/Si value of 1.4 was used on the basis of the GRS measurement reported by Evans et al. (2012) . Because the spatial footprints are not equal for all datasets or for all locations, we re-binned the available data to approximately equal-area pixels of 420 km by 420 km (or 10 °by 10 °at the equator). As the spatial coverage is not the same for all maps, a selection was made such that spatial pixels are considered only if there is consistent coverage among all maps. This selection eliminated most of the southern hemisphere because there is no fast-neutron coverage, and it also eliminated large regions in the north-central portion of Mercury that do not have coverage for Ca/Si, S/Si, and Fe/Si. The element-to-Si weight fraction ratios were converted to absolute weight fractions by treating the Si weight fraction, w Si , as a free parameter that was determined by requiring that all the elemental weight fractions to add to 1 on a pixel-by-pixel basis. The derived Si weight fractions ranged from 26 to 29 wt.% and are slightly higher than the values of ∼25 wt% and 24.6 wt% used by Nittler et al. (2011) and Evans et al. (2012) , respectively. With these weight fractions, calculated values of < A > were determined from Eq. (2 ). The final comparison with the fast-neutron data was made by converting < A > to relative fast-neutron count rates with the relation given in Fig. 1 .
Histograms of the measured (solid black line) and synthetic fast-neutron count-rate (dashed black line) data are shown in Fig. 8 . In both cases, the relative values are normalized to values interior to Caloris basin. The two distributions show a similar shape and width, but they are offset by approximately 1%. We attribute this offset, at least in part, to a mismatch in spatial resolution for the two datasets. Recall that the < A > -to-fast-neutron calibration was normalized to element compositions and < A > values within Caloris basin using, in part, the full-spatial-resolution XRS data, whereas the synthetic < A > map was derived from elemental maps with degraded spatial resolution. We applied a final scaling factor of 1.008 to the synthetic fast-neutron count-rate values (solid gray line in Fig. 8 values largely overlap. This overlap indicates that the dynamic range and spatial distribution of the fast neutrons arise largely from spatial variations in the abundances of individual elements. If it is assumed that this last normalization is appropriate (as appears to be so given the substantial overlap between the measured and synthetic distributions), a clear difference between the two distributions is that the synthetic fast-neutron count-rate distribution shows a population of higher count rates not present in the data.
Maps of the measured and synthetic fast-neutron count rates, the latter with the final normalization of Fig. 8 applied, are shown in Fig. 9 . A plot of individual map values of measured versus synthetic count rates is shown in Fig. 10 . The synthetic fast-neutron count-rate map shows highs and lows in generally the same locations as the measured fast-neutron count rates, with high rates of fast neutrons in the high-Mg region and low rates of fast neutrons in and around Caloris basin. The measured fast-neutron enhancement near the equator and 90 ºE has a similar but not identical enhancement in the synthetic map. Despite these broad similarities, there are clear differences. The low-count-rate region in the north-central portion of Mercury is not matched by a similar low in the synthetic fast-neutron count-rate map. However, the coverage of full elemental remote sensing observations in this region is sparse (a few pixels in the southernmost portion of the region), and therefore the calculated values may not be representative of the full region. As shown in Fig. 7 d, there are indications that this low fast-neutron count-rate region has relatively low Ca concentrations, which would result in correspondingly lower values of < A > and fast-neutron rates. A significant difference between the two maps is in the high-Mg region, where the synthetic fast-neutron rates are notably higher than the measured fastneutron rates. Inspection of Figs. 9 and 10 shows that the high-Mg region is the source of the high count-rate tail in the histogram of synthetic fast-neutron rates ( Fig. 8 ) . If, contrary to the assumption made here, it is assumed that the normalization applied in Fig. 8 is not correct and that the measured fast-neutron count rates match the synthetic values in the high-Mg region, then the synthetic map overestimates the fast-neutron rates in much of the remaining portion of the planet. In either case, the fast-neutron data are not fully consistent with the elemental composition maps. 
Discussion

Synthesis of MESSENGER datasets
We observe notable inconsistencies among the various compositional measurements of Mercury's surface material. These inconsistencies are well illustrated by Figs. 8-10 . The most prominent is in the high-Mg region, where the measured fast-neutron count rates are lower by about 1.5% than what is inferred from only the compositional data. If one assumes that the fast-neutron map is correct, one might ascribe the inconsistencies in the high-Mg region (and perhaps other locations) to inaccurate measures of higher-atomic-mass elements, such as Ca or Fe. The lack of constraints for other elements make estimating the possible inaccuracies difficult, as the inputs to < A > calculations are underconstrained. As discussed in Section 2 (in connection with Fig. 2 f) , our current knowledge shows that more elements can affect the variability in < A > on Mercury than on either the Moon or Vesta. Whereas Mg and Al appear to be well-constrained, all the other elements in Fig. 2 f have at best partial constraints across the full northern hemisphere. In particular, variations in Na and S can cause variations in < A > . However, S is only partially mapped, and only latitudinal variations are known for Na. Variations in O and Si can also cause variations in < A > . Normally, these elements are not considered as important for studies of elemental variations because their abundances tend to be fairly constant across planetary JID: YICAR [m5G; August 31, 2016; 19:21 ] Fig. 11. Mercury's geochemical terrane map derived from the relative fast-neutron count-rate map ( Fig. 4 ) . Boundaries of terranes are as follows: < 0.9890 (black area); 0.9890-1.0 0 0 0 (blue areas); 1.0 0 0 0-1.0 065 (green area); > 1.0065 (red areas). The labeled black and white contours show the regions used for deriving the elemental compositions given in Table 1 . Black, dark gray, and light gray contours show the mapped boundaries of the Caloris basin interior plains (CB), Caloris exterior plains (CE), and northern smooth plains, respectively ( Denevi et al., 2013 ) .
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atomic mass of 21 to 22 amu. Although not normally considered for dry silicate bodies, H can also cause variations in fast neutrons that are unrelated to < A > . Given that Mercury is more enriched than expected in volatile elements, one cannot a priori rule out spatial variations in H outside the immediate polar regions. As an example, such variability was observed in epithermal neutron data at Vesta ( Prettyman et al., 2012 ) . Future studies of epithermal neutron and gamma-ray data should be able to better constrain the non-polar H concentrations on Mercury ( Section 7 ). Finally, uncertainties and errors in the XRS-derived composition and fast-neutron data should be considered as at least a partial explanation of the inconsistencies. While the fundamental XRSderived abundances and variations appear robust, second-order non-compositional effects should continue to be investigated. For example, geometric effects and segregation of elements into different minerals may both lead to shifts in the compositions derived by the XRS data analysis procedures ( Nittler et al., 2011; Weider et al., 2014 ) . In addition, there may be remaining uncertainties in the unsmoothed XRS data relating to measurements with different mapped footprints that are not fully understood (e.g., Fig. 3a of Weider et al., 2015 ) . Further analysis to probe the accuracy of the derived fast-neutron count-rate map is also warranted. This study has provided a basis for confidence in the compositional variations mapped with fast neutrons. Nevertheless, the fast-neutron map has a very small dynamic range, and although systematic variations from non-compositional factors appear to have been minimized, they might not have been fully removed.
Geochemical terranes from fast neutrons
The fast-neutron map provides a spatially complete view of the range and location of compositional variability across Mercury's northern hemisphere that complements the element-specific data returned by the GRS and XRS. On the basis of the four compositional groupings identified in Fig. 5 , we constructed a fast-neutron map of compositional terranes ( Fig. 11 ) . Comparing our results with earlier maps of geochemical terranes, we find that:
• The high-Mg terrane, originally identified with XRS-derived Mg/Si ratios, and seen in maps of Al/Si, Ca/Si, S/Si, and Fe/Si elemental ratios as well as slow neutrons, is also seen in fast neutrons.
• An area in the eastern equatorial region of higher < A > than average for Mercury, which has been only hinted in the XRS compositional maps, is clearly delineated with the fast neutrons.
• Fast neutrons delineate a terrane that includes the Caloris exterior (CE) plains and interior Caloris basin (CB) plains. On the basis of other observations, the CB plains were distinctive but the CE plains more closely resemble a composition similar to the average for Mercury. The fast-neutron data show, in contrast, that the lower values of Fe, S, and neutron-absorbing elements within the CB plains are likely compensated by greater abundances of other elements to result in an overall value of < A > that is similar to that of the CE plains.
• The fast neutron data delineate a new geochemical terrane mostly within the northern smooth plains that has a lower flux of fast neutrons ("low-fast region"). Weider et al. (2015) suggested the existence of a separate geochemical terrane in this region, but they drew the southern boundary for this terrane to coincide with that of the northern smooth plains. The fast neutron data show that this region lies mostly within the northern smooth plains but its borders do not necessarily coincide with those defined from morphological variations. Additional evidence for the existence of a separate geochemical terrane in this region comes from the concentration of K ( Peplowski et al., 2012b ) , which shows a notable decrease in approximately the same location as the low-fast region.
Given that the low-fast region lies mostly within the northern smooth plains, this observation constitutes evidence for the existence of a compositionally distinct region within those plains, an important constraint for understanding the sources and emplacement history of the volcanic material in this region.
Following Peplowski et al. (2015b) , we list the elemental compositions for the terranes identified from fast neutrons in Table  1 . These compositions were derived from XRS and GRS maps and were taken from six type regions within the compositional terranes defined by fast neutrons and shown in Fig. 11 . These elemental compositions were also those used in the fast-neutron simulations shown in Fig. 1 and the summary of elemental contributions to < A > shown in Fig. 2 . These elemental compositions provide a new template for future studies that seek to understand the diversity of elemental abundances on Mercury and to carry out modeling studies of mineralogy and source composition. JID: YICAR [m5G; August 31, 2016; 19:21 ] that whereas < A > does not provide element-specific constraints, the compositional boundaries delineated here provide important information for future studies. Most importantly, these boundaries provide a template through which to derive revised geochemical measurements, particularly from GRS data. MESSENGER GRS data (and any future gamma-ray measurements at Mercury) are limited by counting statistics. In the absence of known compositional boundaries, uncertainties from counting statistics are often reduced by binning the data into large latitude and longitude bins. However, the GRS-derived compositional values for samplinglimited elements such as Na and Cl can be re-investigated for Mercury with the compositional boundaries identified from the fast neutrons. We also note that Peplowski et al. (2012b) reported count-rate maps for O and Si across Mercury's northern hemisphere. Although there was some variability in these maps, this variability was of only marginal statistical significance given the pixel sizes used in the maps. However, it now may be useful to rebin these data on the basis of compositional boundaries defined here to investigate if more significant variations in O and Si abundances can be discerned. Finally, global maps of hydrogen abundance can be derived using both epithermal neutron and gamma-ray data. The challenges for analyzing global epithermal neutron data from the MESSENGER neutron data are similar to those for the fast neutron data reported here. However, the epithermal neutron data have the additional complications of a neutron-velocity Doppler effect that does not affect fast neutrons ( Lawrence et al., 2013a ) . Now that a global fast-neutron study has been completed, work on a global epithermal neutron study can proceed. From gamma-ray data, Peplowski et al. (2015c) demonstrated a new method for indirectly inferring H concentrations from data acquired by the NEAR spacecraft at the Asteroid Eros through analysis of gamma rays arising from both neutron capture and inelastic scattering reactions. In principle, a similar technique could be applied to MESSENGER GRS data to independently derive H concentrations for Mercury's northern hemisphere and compositional terranes delineated by fast neutrons.
Future work
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Appendix A. Fast-neutron data reduction
The data reduction procedures for this study followed an analysis framework similar to that used for previous studies ( Lawrence et al., 2010 ( Lawrence et al., , 2013a Peplowski et al., 2015b ) . Fig. A1 shows a flow chart of the different analysis steps, which include parallel paths for the measured and modeled fast-neutron count rates. Modeled fast-neutron count rates were initially derived for spacecraft altitude, h , less than 40 0 0 km and contain data that were collected almost entirely with a 20-s data accumulation period. For the modeled count rates, we added pseudo-random Poisson uncertainties to account for the count-rate uncertainties present in the measured data. Prior to any corrections, selections were made to remove data acquired during solar particle events and energetic electron (EE) events ( Lawrence et al., 2015 ) , during which backgrounds are sufficiently high to compromise the neutron measurements. These two selections removed approximately 15% of the total collected data.
Next, selections were made to restrict the viewing geometry in terms of altitude and viewing angles. The altitude was selected to be less than 1500 km, a cutoff that provides measurements with a robust signal-to-background ratio. After a variety of trial-and-error analyses, it was determined that selections for three viewing angles optimized the analysis in terms of reducing systematic variations and providing sufficient statistical precision. These angles and selections were the following: (1) nadir angle ( θ NA ) Fig. A1 . Flow chart illustrating data reduction steps for fast-neutron analysis. The input values for the analysis are the measured and modeled fast-neutron count rates, which are represented as C meas ( t, λ, φ) and C mod ( t, λ, φ), respectively. These count rates depend on time ( t ) and Mercury-centered latitude ( λ) and longitude ( φ). from 0 °to 90 °, where θ NA is the angle between the spacecraft z -axis and the spacecraft-to-planet-center vector; a description of the MESSENGER spacecraft coordinate system has been given by Leary et al. (2007) and Lawrence et al. (2013a) ; (2) x -axis angle ( θ x ) from 87 °to 93 °, where θ x is the angle between the spacecraft x -axis and the spacecraft-to-planet-center vector; and (3) phi angle ( θ φ ) from 87 °to 93 °, where θ φ is the azimuthal look direction of the spacecraft in the spacecraft-fixed coordinate system such that θ φ = 0 º when the spacecraft x -axis points along the direction of travel. Prior to the viewing geometry selections, there were 1,018,160 20-s measurements at altitudes less than 40 0 0 km. The angular viewing selections reduced this number to 281,478 measurements. The 1500 km altitude cutoff further reduced the number of measurements to 82,962, the number of measurements used to derive the fast-neutron map. Three corrections were carried out on the data, two of which are corrections for time variations of GCRs. GCR variations ( Fig. A2 ) were determined using the NS triple coincidence count rate, which has been shown to be a good proxy for GCR variations ( Rodgers et al., 2015 ) . The average triple-coincidence count rate far from Mercury (altitudes greater than 10,0 0 0 km) was calculated for each orbit and interpolated to each near-planet 20-s measurement. Additional corrections to refine the triple-coincidence GCR proxy for spacecraft viewing direction were carried out, and the final GCR proxy was compared with Earth-based GCR measurements for validation. The detailed derivation of the GCR proxy is beyond the scope of this study, but its reduction and validation is described in a separate study ( Lawrence et al., 2016 ) .
On the basis of empirical analysis, it was determined that the GCR correction is best carried out in a two-step manner. Corrections for the largest GCR variations were made to the data first. Then, after response corrections were made, a final GCR correction was carried out for smaller variations (see below). For the first of these corrections, the GCR proxy was smoothed in time over intervals of approximately 10 days. This smoothing was done to correct the neutron data for the largest GCR variations. The effects of this correction are seen in Fig. A3 , where modeled versus measured data are shown both before ( Fig. A3 a) and after ( Fig. A3 b) this GCR correction. Since the modeled values, by definition, have no GCR variations, the non-statistical deviations from the one-to-one line are almost solely due to GCR variations. These variations are notably reduced after the GCR correction.
The next correction accounts for variable instrument response due to different instrument look directions and spacecraft dis- tances to Mercury's surface. Following Peplowski et al. (2015b) , we implemented a two-dimensional correction to simultaneously account for variations in response with nadir angle and spacecraft distance. The spacecraft distance was parameterized by the fractional solid angle, , subtended by Mercury in the omnidirectional NS. The measured and modeled two-dimensional response is shown in Fig. A4 . That the measured and modeled values are virtually identical provides confidence that the modeled values are properly accounting for the non-GCR count-rate variations. The two-dimensional response correction was accomplished by assigning each fast-neutron measurement a correction factor R ( , θ NA ), given in units of counts per second (cps) on the basis of the values in Fig. A4 . The fast-neutron count rate was divided by this correction to obtain a relative fast-neutron count rate.
A final correction, mentioned above, was carried out to account for short-term ( < 10 day) GCR variations. The GCR proxy ( Fig. A3 ) was divided by the smoothed GCR proxy used in the first GCR correction to obtain a high-pass-filtered GCR proxy. This high-passfiltered GCR proxy correlates with the response-corrected fastneutron measurements, but not the response-corrected modeled count rates ( Fig. A5 ) , which justifies this correction. From binned values of the response-corrected fast-neutron measurements versus high-pass-filtered GCR proxy, a linear correction was derived (dashed line in Fig. A5 b) and applied to the measured values. Planetary neutron data are often smoothed to reduce statistical scatter ( Lawrence et al., 2003 ) . Normally, neutron data are smoothed using a single spatial footprint because the data are collected from a constant spacecraft altitude. However, for the MESSENGER mission, the altitude was constantly changing, so we implemented a location-dependent, equal-area smoothing algorithm based on the average altitude at each mapping location on the surface. Fig. A6 depicts the approximate location-dependent spatial resolution of the fast-neutron map. Specifically, both the measured and modeled count rates were binned to 0.5 °×0.5 °pix-els and then smoothed such that the smoothing footprint radius was the average altitude at each pixel. The resulting smoothed map was re-binned to 2 °×2 °equal-area pixels at the equator using the equal-area pixel-size algorithm of Lawrence et al. (2004) .
For the modeled count rates, 15 instances of time-series values were derived using independent pseudo-random number deviations to test the sensitivity of the final mapped values to statistical variations. In each instance, we calculated a full simulation of time-series count rates, carried out a full set of data selections and corrections, and mapped and smoothed the modeled count rates. Fig. A7 a shows the mean modeled count rate for all 15 instances in a format whereby the relative count rate color scale is the same as for the measured count-rate map in Fig. 4 . As reflected in the count rate histograms ( Fig. 5 ) , the map is very flat; most deviations are seen near the northern most and southernmost portions of the map, where the spatial coverage after selections is most sparse.
To provide a measure of the systematic uncertainties inherent in the modeled maps resulting from statistical uncertainties, in Fig. A8 . This figure shows that the three-standard-deviation (3-σ ) statistical uncertainties exceed 1% for latitudes poleward of 20 ºS and 80 ºN. For larger 10 °×10 °pixels, the larger number of total counts per pixel reduces the corresponding uncertainties to well below 1%. Since the total variation of the fast neutron count rate on Mercury's surface is approximately 3% ( Fig. 5 ) , we adopted a 3-σ limit of < 1% for the statistical uncertainties. It was this statistical limit that set the 20 ºS lower latitude limit for the mapped data and drove the decision to use 10 °×10 °equal-area pixels for the northern portion of the fast-neutron map.
